Sprint – Floor cleaning

Floor cleaning – Sprint

TOOLS –
Floor cleaning
systems

Sprint
Sprint is the versatile flat mop system for almost all application areas. Its low holder weight, its outstanding glide
properties in combination with different covers and its
ergonomically convincing telescopic handle make the
Sprint a reliable and flexible alternative for users of every
height. Sprint stands for labour-saving and hygienic work
with optimum surface coverage and outstanding cleaning
results. All this is provided by the convenient and easy-tooperate flat mop system with the multifunctional Sprint
holder and patented foot button in two different sizes.

Flat mop systems, simple and convenient to use, with a large
selection of mops and accessories.

www.vermop.com
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Sprint – Floor cleaning
Sprint Plus
With the Sprint Plus system, you can wring out your mop
without removing it from the holder. “No-touch” and therefore particularly hygienic. In addition to the conventional
pockets, the Sprint Plus mop comes with a strap which is
inserted into the matching Sprint Plus holder.

With its low weight, the Sprint Plus holder makes the daily
work routine easier.

For initial cleaning to remove
loose dirt, the fleece cloth
can be wrapped loosely
around the holder and held
in place with the clips.

Each mop pocket
has the patented
stay, guaranteeing
that the holder slips
easily into the cover
even after the mop
has been washed.

ERGO
With the Sprint holder,
the mop can be attached
comfortably and without
bending.

Cut outer fringes
are recommended
for very rough
surfaces and
skirting boards.

The opening on the
upper side of the
Sprint plus holder
allows the dosed
cleaning agent to
be poured directly
onto the mop
when using the
sprinkling method.
Thanks to the patented foot
button, the Sprint holder can be
opened and closed with ease.
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Looped fringes
are ideal for
lifting dirt.

